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About This Game

Chains is a challenging puzzle game with a unique feel and distinctive vector graphics style. The object of the game is simple -
to link adjacent bubbles of the same color into chains. As you progress through the physics-driven stages it becomes

increasingly more challenging and players' speed, strategy and skill will be put to the test.

20 levels each focusing on action, strategy or flow

Physics-driven gameplay

3 difficulty modes

Colorblind option
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Up to 15 player profiles

Unique art direction with beautiful vector graphics

Soundtrack from the Belgian electro band Silence

Unlimited replayability value
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Title: Chains
Genre: Indie
Developer:
2DEngine.com
Publisher:
Meridian4
Release Date: 25 Nov, 2008
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Chains is a simple but fun puzzle game.

To be honest a game like this is more suited to a phone as it is fun to play in small dozes, like waiting in a queue or trying to kill
a few minutes. I think playing this game on a touch screen would be a lot better as well considering the premise of linking the
bubbles together.

This is not a game were you would spend a large amount of time in one sitting.

3\/10 - fun in small dozes puzzle game that really would be suited better on a phone or Ipad not on a gaming pc.
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